CONGRATULATION, following the late release result of UNICEF INTERNATIONAL PROMOTION PROGRAM held on April 20TH 2012, Which was due to mix up of some names and numbers, and after vital verifications the results was later released on 23RD of May 2012 by 9.15am, your name was entered as an independent which attached to ticket number 031-1127-841 with serial number 126-03 drew the lucky numbers of 12-35-48-17-21 which consequently won the lottery in the Second category, you have therefore been approved for a lump sum payout of [€2,415,810.00] (TWO MILLION FOUR HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND TEN EUROS ONLY) credited to file and REF NO: SM/2551256/003/SC and Batch No: KM/00750013/ESP. This is from a total cash prize of [€24,158,109.00] (TWENTY FOUR MILLION ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-EIGHT THOUSAND, ONE HUNDRED EUROS ONLY) Shared among ten (10) international winners in this category CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!!

In order to provide maximum security of your winning fund, Your fund is now deposited with a Bank in Madrid and insured in your name by UNICEF INTERNATIONAL PROMOTION PROGRAM under article 72 section 4 sub 155 constitution of Spanish which authorized all foreign winning prize to be insured to avoid act of extortion and the insurance bond can not be break until the beneficiary received his or her winning fund. Due to mix up of some numbers, names and to check the activities of false practices, we ask that you keep this award from public notice until your claim has been processed and money remitted to your choice of destination as these is part of our security protocol to protect the beneficiary, to avoid double claiming and unwarranted exploitation of this program by other participants.

All participants names were selected and entered as independent through Unicef carrier’s network in conjunction with world leading humanitarian organisations under Unicef, with the help of chambers of commerce of countries from Asia, Australia, New Zealand, Europe, North/South America and Africa as part of our international humanitarian promotions program which we conduct once every year.

To begin your claim; Unicef have appointed one of our accredited Law Firm, (Chamberlain Law Firm & Associates) as your representative for the processing and remittance of your winning prize to your destination, contact our accredited Attorney in charge Barrister Luis Ramos Garcia, Tel: +34-603-411-412 Fax: +34 -917-692-747 +34 -911- 820-236.

Remember all prize must be claimed not later than June 29TH 2012. After this date all funds will be returned to the MINISTERIO DE ECONOMIA Y HACIENDA as unclaimed Prize, and also be informed that 10% of your Award Winning belongs to Chamberlain Law Firm & as part of their commission as your representative here. This commission will be paid to Chamberlain Law Firm & Associates after you have received your fund in your designated destination of yours.

NOTE: In order to avoid unnecessary delays and complications, please remember to quote your reference and batch numbers in every of your correspondence with Chamberlain Law Firm & Associates. Furthermore should there be any change of address, do inform Chamberlain Law Firm & Associates as soon as possible. Enclosed with this letter is also a payment form which you should fill up and return to Fax: +34-917-692-747 / +34 -911- 820-236 Congratulations once again from all members of our staff.

Yours Sincerely,

Lucia González
Promotion Director AUTHORIZED

25-05-2012
Chamberlain Law Firm & Associates
LAZA DE LAS CORTES, 4 - 28014 MADRID-ESPAÑA
E-mail: info@cad-law.com Web: www.cad-law.com

Contact Person: Attorney @ Law Barr. Luis Ramos Garcia
Tel: +34-603-111-412 Fax: +34-917-692-747 +34-911-820-236
E-mail: Barrister_luis_ramos@lawyer.com
ATTENTION: RE: PAYMENT PROCESSING FORM

First Name: ___________________________ Last Name: ___________________________ Date of birth: __________

Telephone: ___________________________ Mobile: ___________________________ Fax: ___________________________

Address: ___________________________ Occupation: ___________________________ Country: ___________________________

City: ___________________________ State: ___________________________ ZIP: ___________________________

Ref No: ___________________________ Batch No: ___________________________ Sex: ___________________________
(Married() Single() Divorce() Widow() )

I WANT TO BE PAID BY: A/ BANK TRANSFER B/CERTIFIED CHEQUE

NOTE: BANK DETAILS IS NEEDED ONLY WHEN YOU CHOOSE BANK TRANSFER

Amount Expented: ___________________________

Bank Information

Bank Name: ___________________________
Bank Account Number: ___________________________ Routing/Swift: ___________________________

Bank Address: ___________________________ Bank Phone: ___________________________ Bank Fax: ___________________________

City: ___________________________ State: ___________________________ ZIP: ___________________________

Next of kin

Name: ___________________________
Occupation: ___________________________ Telephone: ___________________________ Fax: ___________________________

Address: ___________________________
City: ___________________________ State: ___________________________ ZIP: ___________________________

Declarations

I, ___________________________, hereby declare that I have never received any payment on my behalf through or by Chamberlain Law Firm & Associates nor have any of my family members. I hereby authorize Chamberlain Law Firm & Associates to act on my behalf.

This form must be completed and fax to Chamberlain Law Firm & Associates Fax: +34-917-692-747

DATE: ___________________________
SIGNATURE: ___________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS: ___________________________